Accurate Direct Measures Are Required to Validate Derived Measures
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Dear Sir,

We have read the interesting study by Ferguson et al. [1] who aimed at determining which among 3 commonly used indexes based on body weight and length best measures body proportionality in preterm infants. Sex-specific correlations were examined and stratified according to gestational age, and body proportionality measures were plotted against body length.

We would like to share our concerns on the method used to measure body length, an essential variable in this analysis. The study was based on original data from the Pediatrix Medical Group cross-sectional birth data of 391,681 infants collected from 248 US hospitals [2]. The method used by neonatologists and/or neonatal nurse practitioners for measuring body length was not described in this study [2]. On the other hand, in the study on intrauterine growth curves based on data from the same database, Olsen et al. [3] specified that tapes were used for measuring body length [3]. In these publications [2, 3], no other detail is specified regarding the method used for the measurement, specifically if 2 collaborators had always participated in the measurements. The inclusion of potentially inaccurate birth length measurements from the Olsen charts in Fenton’s 2013 meta-analysis was criticized previously [4]. In brief, concerns were addressed on the potential inaccuracy of neonatal crown-heel length measurements due to the reluctance of the observer to provoke discomfort when extending the lower limbs against the physiological flexor posture of the neonate [5] and the use of inappropriate examination procedures [6] and instruments such as a measuring tape [7].

We reinforce our concerns that inaccurate measurements of crown-heel length may have influenced the correlations between the derived indexes, which are the backbone of the presented analysis. Inaccurate crown-heel length, if squared (body mass index), magnifies the error of the index in which it is included, while losing the ability to differentiate overestimation from underestimation; when cubed (ponderal index), while the accuracy of the length measurement is further magnified, it still differentiates overestimation from underestimation.

In spite of the possibility that the final recommendation of Ferguson et al. [1] may be correct, the required strong evidence can only be achieved if the accuracy of crown-heel length measurements in large cohorts – similar to the accuracy for weight – is more easily attained [7].
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